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Questions Points 

 Vocabulary 4 

A Fill in the blanks with the words given . ( There is one word extra ) 

 

regions / surfing / destroying / vary / belief / education / besides / culture / emotional  

 

1. When learning a language , we became familiar with the ………………. of its speaker .  

2. Internet provides distance ………………. for all people at all levels .  

3. What language do you know …………… Persian ? 

4. Why do the prices ……………. from shop to shop ? 

5. In winter , birds fly to southern …………….. of Iran . 

6. You should exercise instead of ………………. the net . 

7. My aunt is very …………  . Whenever she watches sad movies , she starts crying . 

8. Her ……………. in Allah gave her hope during different times . 
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B Match the words from column A with the definitions in column B . 

 

.               A                .                 .                     B                     . 

9. society                                  a. with all parts existing in the correct amount    

10. balanced                             b. teaching people at a university or school  

11. translator                            c. a large group of people who live together in the same country 

12. education                            d. a person who changes words into another language   
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C Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own . 

 

13. The number of new students ……………… from 210 to 160 last year . 

14. Native ……………….. of some languages range in number from very large to very small . 
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D Choose the correct answer . 

 

15. Doctors agree that a / an …………….. diet is the key to general health . 

  a. balanced                     b. necessary                    c. available                    d. harmful 

16. She is under a lot of ……………… at work . It may make her ill . 

  a. addition                      b. pressure                      c. manner                       d. emotion 
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Grammar 4 

E Choose the correct answer . 

17. He always puts …………. salt on his food . It’s not good for his health . 

  a. little                              b. much                         c. no                              d. many 

 

18. Can you give me a …………. of bread ? I want to eat . 

  a. bag                                b. bottle                        c. loaf                            d. kilo 

 

19. There ……………. fruit juice inside the jug .  

  a. is many                         b. is a lot of                  c. are some                    d. aren’t any  

 

20. About ……………….. people were injured in a train accident . 

  a. twenty third                  b. twenty-third              c. twenty-three             d. twenty three 
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F Put the words in the correct order . 

 

21. but / answer / you / the / a hint / I / tell / , / you / can’t / give / I’ll . 

 

22. each / save / do / much / you / month / how / money / ?  
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G Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the given words . 

 

23. A lot of ……………… use internet in school . ( child ) 

 

24. There ………… some ice in the jar . ( be ) 
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 Pronunciation 0.5 

H Which one is different in stress pattern?  

 

25.    a. three              b. thirty              c. thirteen             d. forty  
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 Comprehension 3.5 

I Cloze test . Fill in the blanks with the following words . ( one word is extra ) 

 

despite / greatly / change / international / popular / range / society 

 

    Language is a system that people use to communicate with each other in a ……26…..   . 

Languages are ……27…… different from region to region . Native speakers of these languages 

………28…….. in numbers from very large to very small . The most ……29…… language in 

the world is Chinese . About one billion of people learn English because it’s a / an ……30……. 

language . We can say all languages are really valuable ……31……. their differences .       
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J J. Read the passage and answer the questions . 

 

      The modern life style has had both positive and negative effects on people’s life . Modern 

technologies have enabled us to have easy access to information , become creative , experience , 

fast communication , travel easier , and have a more comfortable life . Have you ever imagined 

a world without the internet , tablets , mobile phones , air plane ? Most people cannot do that , a 

technology is wonderful . But using technologies has changed people’s life in a harmful way in 

this century as well . Some technologies are dangerous to our health . They can harm our body . 

Using mobile phones or surfing the internet for a long time can increase the risk of some heart 

diseases and can cause sleep problem .   

 

32. What is the main idea of this passage ? 

a. Imagining the world without technology 

b. Technology is wonderful  

c. Technology has bad effects on human life 

d. Bad and good effects of technologies on human life   

 

33.The pronoun they in the paragraph refers to …………    . 

a. health             b. people          c. technologies              d. mobile phones         

34. Based on this passage how can we prevent sleep problem ? 

35. How do modern technologies change the way of communication ?   
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